Influence of the mutant spectrum in viral evolution: focused selection of antigenic variants in a reconstructed viral quasispecies.
RNA viruses replicate as complex mutant distributions termed viral quasispecies. Despite this, studies on virus populations subjected to positive selection have generally been performed and analyzed as if the viral population consisted of a defined genomic nucleotide sequence; such a simplification may not reflect accurately the molecular events underlying the selection process. In the present study, we have reconstructed a foot-and-mouth disease virus quasispecies with multiple, low-frequency, genetically distinguishable mutants that can escape neutralization by a monoclonal antibody. Some of the mutants included an amino acid substitution that affected an integrin recognition motif that overlaps with the antibody-binding site, whereas other mutants included an amino acid substitution that affected antibody binding but not integrin recognition. We have monitored consensus and clonal nucleotide sequences of populations passaged either in the absence or the presence of the neutralizing antibody. In both cases, the populations focused toward a specific mutant that was surrounded by a cloud of mutants with different antigenic and cell recognition specificities. In the absence of antibody selection, an antigenic variant that maintained integrin recognition became dominant, but the mutant cloud included as one of its minority components a variant with altered integrin recognition. Conversely, in the presence of antibody selection, a variant with altered integrin recognition motif became dominant, but it was surrounded by a cloud of antigenic variants that maintained integrin recognition. The results have documented that a mutant spectrum can exert an influence on a viral population subjected to a sustained positive selection pressure and have unveiled a mechanism of antigenic flexibility in viral populations, consisting in the presence in the selected quasispecies of mutants with different antigenic and cell recognition specificities.